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TECHNICAL REVIEW’

Review

of a Proposed

Ukraine Coalbed

Methane Proiect (GEF)

J&uaqr22,

1.

Overall impressions

GEF Project’

1998

and Rc&mnendatioas

proposal for a coalbed Imethane(CBM) recovery projeot in the Ukraine
area for possible GEF tiding. The Ukraineis one of the largest
coal and coaimine gas (CH,) prod&ii
areas in the world, however iimited coalbed
methane is recovered and utilized (mbst coalmine gas is vented). The proposed project
has the “potential” to demonstrate; the technical recovery of CBM at two mines,
sig&icantly reduce CBM emissions at the project sites, and have an important
demonstration effect for the entire L+raine coal mining industry. The project will also
establish a “gas sales” company thaqi if successful, might be expanded to a larger scale.
Successful implementation of this project can make an important contribution to both
short and possibly longer term CBM /emissions in the Ukraine. Although there is a long
history of CBM recovery in Ukraine,1 this project is apparently the first CBM project of
this kind in the Ukraine.
I
The project has at least medi&n risk of not filly meeting its objectives due to the
unstable nature of the struggling Ukraine coal mining sector. The ii&age with the broader
World Bank coal reform activities [(Coal Mtig
Improvement Project) in Ukraine,
enhances the potential for closer mc@oxing (and guidance) on the part of the World
Bank.
!
A mmber of the assumptions ‘behind the avoided cost calculations for carbon are
unknown, unciear or appear speculati,1 e. Quick recalculations, based on this consultant’s
assumptions (and those of Dr. Xiaodong Wang. an energy and environmental specialist),
produced abatement costs well belop $1 O/tC. If the project can meet its operational
targets, the abatement costs of carbon recovery are projected to be below 7/tC. This
consultant recommends that the proj&t be fimded by GEf. However, it is recommended
This

addresses an important

1

was given
one clay

documents, including: (i) Ihe Project Concept
2, Inmememal Cost Analysis - Ukraine Coalbed Methanr
Reawcry Project (received January 21,199X (iii) draft qmadsha Kfor incremental analysis (received
Janmy 20.1931)).rwiscd bul only
.spreadshEct&ceived January 22,1998).

’The

cmrdtant

Docummt_datedJanuaxy12.1998;(ii)
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that a “more detailed” planning docukent be prepared, along with benchmarks for the
project, and a more thorough spreadsh+et analysis.
Scientific and Technical Sou dness
The technical CBM resources * Ukraine are known to be large, and many mines
“are gassy (have high levels of coalmine gas emissions that pose both a he&h and safety
risk to miners, and contribute to GHG _ The CBM resources in the Ukraine are sufZen.t
to sustain large scale CBM developm 1 nt. In general, the mining operations of Ukraine
coal mines fall far below acceptable cc@ mining industry standards. Therefore: problems
in mining operations (Muring Compo&nt) could adversely impact on the success of the
The “Gas Production and Sales Component” of
coalmine gas recovery part of the proj+.
the project depends heavily on establishment of a corporate entity with motivated and
trained st.aE
The project should $ve close involvement of consultants that have
participated in successful CBM and ?ssociated electricity generation projects in other
countries2
2.

I

Global (and Regional) Envir ohm ental Benefits/Risks
Global emissions of CBM we& estimated at between 36 and 58.4 bihion m3 in
1990.’ China, United States, Russia &rd Ukraine account for more than 70 percent of
Selective, hell managed, high prose CBM recovery and
world CBM emissions.
utilization projects in China, Russia and Ukraine are needed to stimulate the development
of a large industry for CBM recovery. The large potential size of such a CBM industry
could have major global and regional ~vironmemal and tiety benefits in reducing CBM
emissions_ Three important risks need) to be noted: First, coalmime gas recovery requires
close cooperation of mine stafT whose ain interest in CBM recovery has been to reduce
the risk of mine explosions. Second, r:he quality and quantity of coalmine gas recovery
often varies to such an extent that el ctricity generation is not a viable option. Third,
$
realistic prices for methane and electric ty need to be assured.
3.

1
Fit with the Goals of GEF
I
The GEF program has focuse considerable attention on the important emerging
options in renewable energy, where s$ port is clearly needed. However. the benefits of
these activities are offset by gro . g environmental emissions from fossil-fuel use,
particularly coal. An area of inadequ
Yt e investment is on coalbed methane recovery and
utilization. World CBM emissions are’a substantial contributor to greenhouse gases, and
The GEF program has an
Ukraine is among the larger CBM Lmitting countries.
opportunity to slow the rate of increase of CBM emissions by funding selected projects in
SuccessfiA
leading coal producing countries, C+ina, India, Russia and Ukraine.

4.

demonstrations of CBM recovery zu$ ut&ation
projects can facilitate the eventual
establishment of a commercial CBM in&stry in the countries

i Someof mostexpcricncedconsultants
tn cu mcrcialCEIMprojectshaveworkedin the San Juan Basin
_,
of theUnited States.
f
3 Sourcesof estimates: US Environmental
Pro@~tionAgency, 1993;Sdmufnagel, 1993and DRCCU,
1994.

.
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The project tirs under the GEF “Short Term Projecr” caregov, although it also has
important long term implications to the level of CBM emissions. The.following c,Fria
for a GEF “Short Term Projecr” are met by this project: (i) it is protected to mngare
carbon emissions at a cos considerably below %lO/tC); (ii) it has a medium probability of
t&n&i
success, (iii) l_?Iuainc has demonsuated that CBI-4 recovery is a priority area
through its establishment of a National pthane Recovery Propam.

5.

Replicabiiity and Sustainability
Rep&&&r and sustainability/ of CBM projects in the Ukraine may be difficult

because much of the present indust& is not. economic and can only survive with heavy
government subsidies. It is essential t$at the CBM project should be placed only in viable
mines with relatively long commerciali lives. If investments were made in CBLMrecovery
in une~nomic mines, two risks are z+Aiedto the project. First: it might be argued that
subeconomic mines were being kept operating beyond their economic lives, thereSore
producing coal and CBM (and cat-bopl) that would not have been produced withour the
Second. subeconomic mines are likely to have Icss stable mining
CBM project.
operations, and iess stable CBM r&very syaems, therefore high risk of f&lure to meet
the project objectives.
Given the large ~.eolo@cai p?tential for CBM recovery in the Ukraine, and the
demonstration project, could become an
large number of gassy mines. a s~?cc&l
important catalyst for the spread of CFM recovery systems in l&r&e.
6.

Linkages with Otber Regional Programs
There xe CBM projects un@way in a number of developing

countries, moa
notably China (throug.h APEC) and India (through GEF): plus numerous commercial
CBM explotion
projects in China.. The United States leads the world in commercial
recovery of CBM.
Funds should be made available to ensure that key peopie involved in this project
can participate in international CBprl meetings to exchange views on how to better
promote the development of successful CBM projects. The World Bank pian to have this
project as a component of the larger Coal Mine Improvement Project is a strong factor
that should enhance the chances th+t this project w-ill succeed. The large scaie of the
World Bank’s coal mine assisrance pbckage. enhances the prospects that Ukraine oificids
will be more responsive to World tank advice and guidance with respect to he CBM

project.
7.

StakehoIder Involvement
Among the most importanr faors

in the succe.ss of this project will be the “denee
of commitment” of the mine managqent
and workers (Mining Component), and the&s
Production and Sales company s&X In conjunction with rhe need to ensure that those
involved in the project are f6Uy committed so its success. will be the need to demonstrare
that some of the benefits of tie project acme to the people involved. Part of the soiution
will be to ensure that the benefits from the project are reponed regularly, and in a timely
way, to those involved with the project. Those directly involved with the projecr at the
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mine and sales level, are likely to be more interested
benefits” than reducing carbon emissions.

in the potential

“economic

and safety

Capacity Building
Successful CBM projects in d&eloping
economies
are rare, particularly where
electricity generation
is a componen!
of the project.
An important probiem is that
sustained recovery
and use of methane in the quantities and qualities most useable,
requires considerable skill and an apiropriate
re,gulatory and ener,oy pricing structures.
The consultant was not supplied wi+ details of the planned education and training
programs associated with this projecn It is essential that these programs receive high
prior-iv, and that experienced
CBM experts are actively involved in planning and
implementation of the program. Capa&y building needs to extend beyond the direct mine
fixilities, and include policy makers responsible for formulating and implementing poiicies
and legislation necessary to the even&l development of a commercial CBLMindustry.
8.

9.

Project Spreadsheet Analyea

The draft spreadsheets
that were examined contained
a number of unknown
However,
after adjusting for possibie errors in the
assumptions,
and possibiy errors.
calcularions the results show that abatement costs substantially below the SlO/tC GEF
limit. The following are comments and findings relating to the spreadsheet analysis (for
calculated numbers in the following $xtion refer to &ached spreadsheet 1 which was
prepared by my associate Dr. Xiaodong Wang). Because of the lack of any detail on the
assumptions in the spreadsheets examtried, it is possibIe that some errors were made in our
analysis, however, any are unlikely to change the conclusions:

There appear to be differences of opinion in whether to discount the CH, in the
determination of avoided costs. The total CH,, recovered without discounting is 2.0 MtC.
In Table 2: under Alternative, Gas Ptiduction
and Sale Component:
the calculation of
avoided GHG emission from recovered CHa does not appear consistent with 81.3 m3/tC,
therefore the result of avoided GHG en@sions should be I .26 ktC instead of 0.63 ktC.
Total CHd recovered with discounting is I, 13 ,MtC. This is the approach used in
9.1

the World Bank report: China EfFIcienQ and Environmental Impact of Coal Ike (Report
No. 891 S-CHA, 1991) Annex 1. pl. In this report the “average incremental cost” is
defined as AA, where
A = Present value of total capi+

and cash operating costs
(discount rate = 10 percent)

B = Total annual production

over project

fife, discounted

by

10 percent.
U&g

the Worid Bank-approach

and assuming the net incremental cost in

is correct, the unit abatement cost is:
3 6 SAC (without discounting avoided GHG emissions)
6.5 S/tC (with discounting avoided GHG emissions)

Table 2
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The following
9.2
emissions:

are “quick estimates”

and our assumptions

of

avoided

CH,

AMininacomuonent:
The avoided GHG emissions bclude two parts: (i) a direct benefit of avoided
methane emissions; and (ii) an indire& ben&t from using methane instead of a more
carbon-intensive mix of fixI. However, lkainkn
power generation relies on a mix of
fLels including coal, gas, nuclear, a&l hydra. If a total of 62.1 Mm” gas (without
discounting) is used to replace coal, then 24.6 ktC” will be avoided. If this amount of gas
is used to substitute for nuclear and! hydra, then 3.8 IctC till be added. Since the
electricity gp!xxrziOn wzz not available, the
information on the fuel mix for Uk@e’s
second part of the avoided GHG e&ssibns was not be estimated.
Economic benefits of the uroiects:

’

(a) Mining Component:
Gas recovered in the mining cqmponenc wili be used to meet the mine’s internal
power nexxk, that is, it would replace electricity from the grid. Therefore. a plausible
interpretation is that the opportunity qst of the -Mining Component is the avoided annual
electricity bill Tom the grid, rather than the gas revenue and avoided impon: gas. if it is
assumed that electricity tariff in Ukraine is 6 u’kWh (the electricity rariE information was
not availabie) and diesel generator k an efficiency of SO%, then the net cost of the
Mining Component of the project is estimated to be V.OM instead of %SSM.
(b) Commercial Component:

Gas recovered in the Gas Production and Safe Component would apparenriv
cost of the Commercial component
primarily replace imported gas. Thus, the opportuniry
appears to be the gas revenue to the Gas Production and Sale company, rather than the
avoided import gas cost. Under such! an assumption, the net cost of the Commerciai
component of the project is estimated a! $3.8 M instead of $3.3 M.
With the revised net incremental cost and discounted avoided GHG emissions, rhe
result shows that the tit abatement cost is %6.3/tC instead of %5.1/K.

’ 62.1 Mm3 gas x 37.68 GJ/loO&3
= 2340 T’d. ~40
+TJ gas will emit 35.8 KrC
tUJ.
while 2340 TJ coal will emu 60.4 ktC ccpivaht wirh253 tGTJ.
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